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Abstract
In this Web Application three levels of users can be seen where each user is segregated or
identified based on the level of access provided to the users. The primary user is the admin where
the primary actions include creation of user profile for secondary admin and general users. The
secondary admin will be responsible for the creation of projects, modify them and add users to
the projects but will not be able to remove the team members. Finally comes the general user
where the actions include creation of log of activities being made at any given point of time
which will be used in summarizing the status of the projects assigned to the teams. The general
users will be able to view the actions being performed by the fellow team mates, modify or
export them and display them by reordering based on certain constrains. On the other hand, the
secondary admin will be able to view the actions being performed by the project members and
other project members but not modify the log entries but the primary admin can modify the log
entries, team members of the project and others. Apart from this the users will be able to upload
the documents such as text files, pictures and others which can be used by them for the future
references. The users will also be able to able to obtain the profile of the users or the list of
actions performed by just providing the name or ID of the which creates an internal search option
for the users and the tasks that have scheduled for each user by the admin can also be viewed as
list of actions on a given calendar date creating calendar of events.
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1. Project Description
The engineering book is a sample web based application where the user will be able update the
details about the projects the user is working on and other important information. Apart from this
the web application will be having three levels of users where each user will be having action
based on the level of authentication and other constrains.
1.1. Competitive Information
In the present market, there are many web applications which are used by the companies for the
organization of information and other activities. They help the companies in keeping a track of
information by which the status of all the activities can be known by them. Apart from this if
anything goes wrong the accountability for the issues can be identified by the organizations with
much ease. This kind of web application helps the users to increase the productivity and also the
efficiency of the resources.
1.2. Relationships to other projects
As we know there are hundreds of similar web applications in the market where the users will be
able to handle the similar activities with much ease and in a much efficient way. apart from this
the most of the functionalities that have been shown in the project can be seen in the other
projects and in some cases the relationships will be used to create a much better web application.
1.3. Assumptions and Dependencies
The assumptions that have been made for the development of this project are list as below.
•
•
•

The efficient use of time to complete the work in time and deliver the project.
The resource management plays a vital role where any loss of the resources must be
balanced with the other available resources.
The usage of financial resources is also important where all the money need to be
accounted.

1.4. Future Enhancements
At present a simple design for the web application has been developed where the minimal usage
of any form of graphics are seen for the web application and in the future enhancements the web
application with much better graphical interface will be developed. At present, there is no email
confirmation to the users upon creation of any projects or teams and in the future enhancements
the users will be able to receive the email confirmation for the any form of activities that can be
seen at the application.
2. Technical Description
The web application is being developed using C# .Net at the front end and MS SQL at the
backend where the Visual Studio 2015 is being used as the integrated development environment
for the application with MS SQL Server management studio is also used to deal with the
database. Apart from this in the future the web application will be hosted and
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2.1. Project Architecture
The web application used the three-tier architecture which are as follows.
•
•

•

Presentation Layer
The presentation layer mainly consists of the design elements for the web application.
Logical Layer
The logical layer consists of the underlying logic that is used to communicate and update
the database objects.
Database Layer
Finally, the database layer consists of the tables, stored procedures and other elements
which are used to store the data.

Thus, the three-tier architecture has been successfully implemented in the web application.
2.2. Project Information Flow
The users in the web application are divided into three levels which are as follows.
•
•
•
2.2.1.

Primary Admin
Admin
User
Primary Admin

The primary admin deals with the creation of projects, creation of the teams and other activities.
The primary admin has the complete control over the data flow in the application where the al
the data manipulation activities can be performed by the primary admin.
2.2.2. Admin
The admin deals with the assignments of projects where the users will be able to update the list
of actions that have been performed by them. Apart from this the admin will be able to assign the
users to the team by which the regular users will be able to create entries for the assigned
projects.
2.2.3. General User
The primary actions that can be performed by the user would be creation of entries and
uploading any documents if necessary. The primary action would be the creation of logs and
apart from this the process of viewing the list of logs and other activities can be performed by the
user.
2.3. Application Capabilities
The below are the actions that can be performed at the web application.
•
•

Creation of projects.
Creation of teams
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assigning users to the teams
Creation of entries for the projects.
Uploading the documents
Creating pdf version of then entries.
Creation of events that can be performed
Addition of the users.
Updating the personal information of the users.
Deactivating the users.

2.4. Risk Assessment and Management
Risk management mainly deals with the completion of the project in time. The primary cause
that may lead to any form of delay in the delivery of the project would be the efficient use of
resources where the loss of any resources need to be balanced by the usage of the other
resources. By this, there is a much better probability to complete the project in time.
3. Project Requirements
The project requirements reflect the functionality of the web application where the features that
will be available to the users can be identified.
3.1. Identification of Requirements
The below are the list of requirements and the associated screenshot for the feature that has been
implemented
<EnginereingNotebook-1- HomePage-1 >
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<EnginereingNotebook-1- Project Creation- 2>

<EnginereingNotebook-1-Assigning Teams -3>
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<EnginereingNotebook-1- Teams Creation-4 >

<EnginereingNotebook-1- View Entries-5 >
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<EnginereingNotebook-1- Create Logs- 6>

<EnginereingNotebook-1- Edit Logs-7 >
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<EnginereingNotebook-1-Download Logs-8 >

<EnginereingNotebook-1- Create Events-9 >
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<EnginereingNotebook-1- View Events- 10>

<EnginereingNotebook-1- Multimedia Items -11 >
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<EnginereingNotebook-1- Edit Personal Info- 12>

<EnginereingNotebook-1- View Profile-13 >
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<EnginereingNotebook-1-View Projects-14>

<EnginereingNotebook-1-Search-15>
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<EnginereingNotebook-1- Authorization-16 >

<EnginereingNotebook-1- Registration-17 >
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3.2. Operations and Administrations
The primary operation that can be seen in the web would be the project management where the
user will be to create new projects and assign the users to the projects. Then once the users are
able to gain access to the web application the users will be able to update the actions in the web
application.
3.3. Security and Fraud Prevention
The authorization of the user and checking the level of authenticity of the user who signed into
the application can be seen at each page level. This form of authentication makes sure that all
activities of the user are monitored. Apart from this the actions of the users will be recorded in
the pages where each and every action performed by the user will be recorded in the database.
3.4. Release and Transition plan
The website is hosted online at the Go Daddy server with the link as http://engbook.today/ and is
also live now.
4. Project Design Description
The project design can be primarily categorized into three which are as follows
4.1. Data Flow
4.1.1. Adding Projects
In here the users with primary admin will be able to perform actions such as creation of projects
and others. All the activities that are performed by the user will be monitored.
4.1.2. Adding Teams
In here the users with the admin level of access will use this function mostly where the creation
of new teams, assigning the team mates to the teams and other functionalities can be seen.
4.1.3. Adding Logs
In here the regular users will use the actions mostly where adding of logs, uploading the
concerned documents, editing the logs and downloading the logs will be the most performed
actions.
4.1.4. Adding Users
In here the process of adding more users to the web application and modification of the personal
information of the users can be seen.
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4.2. Database Design
The below database diagram depicts the relationships between the tables that have been used in
the web application.
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5. Project Design Units
As specified above, in this web application there would be three levels of users where they are as
below.
•
•
•

Primary Admin
Admin
General User

6. Open Issues
The web application does not provide any views for the uploaded documents where in the future
enhancements this will implemented.
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